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to nonlinear stationary Navier Stokes equations
under mixed boundary conditions
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Abstract
In this paper  we prove the integrability of the gradient ru to an exponent
    near the boundary  u being a weak solution of a nonlinear stationary Navier
Stokes equation under general mixed boundary conditions As a consequence of
this the pressure p belongs to the Campanato space L   with   n       Our
method of proof relies on an adaption of a technique by GehringGiaquintaModica
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Let    IRn   n   be a bounded domain with Lipschitz boundary   which is
assumed to be decomposed into two parts
            closed  int  




Diku  grad p  ukui k  fi  gik k i k        n   
div u  m 
where u  fu     ungvector of velocity ui k 
ui
xk
 p  undetermined pressure
grad p  fpi     ping div u  uk k
And f  ff     fng g  fgikg i k        n and m are given functions in 
As usual we denote by Dij 

 ui j  uj i the rate of strain tensor and by  the
viscosity
We complete the system      by the following boundary conditions
u  u on  
uj  u on  
Here j denotes the usual scalar product in IRn
 Dikuik  bx u 	 on  
Where   f     ng and   f     ng are the unit outward normal along 
and a unit tangent vector along  respectively
Problems like       often with d u u and b equal to zero arise when studying
the stationary motion of a viscous incompessible uid in a domain with a partially free
surface represented by  We do not go into hydromechanical details and refer to the
various literature     In some situations it is necessary to deal with the whole
nonhomogenious conditions There is a pure mathematical interest in studying the above
problem too
The aim of the present paper is to show that the gradient ru of any weak solution
to       really belongs to L IRn

 with some    if there are imposed some
weak additional assumptions And in this case the pressure p belongs to some Campanato
space L      The corresponding local results can be found in 

We shall use the technique of reverse Holder inequalities in the elliptic case which was
developed in  for inner estimates and in   for estimates up to the boundary
whereby in  under mixed boundary conditions An in the common elliptic case the
higher integrability will be achieved by a higher integrability of the data
We note that there are similar results for weak solutions of nonlinear parabolic systems
under mixed boundary conditons cf  
 Throughout a repeated index implies summation over         n

Now let us impose the needed conditions on the data in order to dene a weak solution
The usual notations for Lebesgue and Sobolev spaces are assumed
Let be fullled






s   IRn g   L  IRn





n    if n  
   s 	 
 if n  
 
u   W     IR
n 






uj ae on 
u ae on 
and assume

   W      IRn
  









Let bi be Caratheodory functions satisfying 






n    if n  
   l 	 
 if n  
and    L
 
    c  const  
  
We dene the space V of testfunction by
V  fv   W    IRn  v   ae on  vj   ae on g
De nition  A pair fu pg   W    IRn  L  is called a weak solution to  



















fii  giki kdx    V
  
Our main result will continue to hold if condition   will be substituted by the more general one
   L IR     s      faa s   IR In this case the above problem    	  

describes a stationary motion of a general viscous uid see eg  For convenience we only deal with
  and there will be no loss in mathematical generality

Now let us homogenize the problem       with respect to   and   For a
better clearness and convenience we shall only prove the result for this new homogenized
problem   
    stated below
Besides this a careful inspection of the proof shows that there is no substancial loss
in generality
Homogenization of   and  
Firstly we extend the function u from  onto  in the same class W     After
this we set u   u  uj on   Clearly there exists an extension of u  into 
therefore u    W    IRn keeping the same notation for the extension
In the same way the function 
 dened in    has a continuation intoW    IRn
too
Obviously the function w  u   
 satises the boundary conditions   and  
and so we homogenize the problem       setting u  v  w
Thus v   V  and we get from   and   

































fii  giki kdx    V
  





Diku  grad p ukui k  fi  gik k  

div u  m  
u   on   
uj   on   
 Dikuik  bx u  	  on  
De nition  A pair fu pg   V  L  is called a weak solution to     



















fii  giki kdx    V
  
In the sequel we will use the wellknown facts








jruj dx   const   
as a consequence of  
 n    and Korns inequality  
Conditions on the boundary
We are interested in results up to the boundary And so we have to give further
assumptions on   and  We use the notations
x  fx     xng  fx
 xng with x
  fx     xn g
x  fx     xng  fx x
 xng with x
  fx      xn g if n  
and
Brx
  fx   IRn  jx xj 	 rg
x
  fx   IRn   jxi  x

i j 	 e i        n  g
x
  fx   IRn    jxi  x

i j 	  i       n  g
where j  j denotes the Euklidean norm in IRn and the modules in IR respectively with
respect to the context
Then the conditions on   are as follows 

for every x     there exist a ball BR   BR x
and a cube     
  IRn  such that
Tx  
T  BR   fz   IR
n  z    zn  Hzg
T  BR fz   IR
n  z    zn  Hzg
where 
zTxOxO orthogonal matrix    Rn fixed
H Lipschitz continuous on 
 
Without any loss of generality in the sequel we may assume that
   BR  is Lipschitzian
Let x      be arbitrary We complete   by the following conditions 

n    there exists a cube 
  IRn   such that
T    BR   fz   IR
n  zn  Hz
 zhz

z    z   g
T BR   fz   IR
n  znHz z hz
z    z   g
T BR   fz   IR
n  znHz z  hz
z    z
   g
where 
H according to  





n    there exists an interval      IR
such that
T    BR   fg
T BR   fz   IR
   z   Hz 	 z  g
T BR   fz   IR
   z   Hz  	 z 	 g
H according to  
 b
Throughout the whole paper conditions   and  a n   are assumed to
hold Besides this for technical reason we assume
h   W    H   W
    
where   fz     z  hz
g
















The positive constant c does not depend on r cf 

 Statement of the result
Theorem  Let          	a or  	bZ

m dx   be satisfied
In the case n   we assume for the exponents s and  in   and    respectively





f   Ls IRn with s 
s
s 
g   Ls IRn

m   Ls with s   





Let fu pg   V  L  be any weak solution to   
    in the sense of
Denition  
























   jf j
n













if n   and Z

























if n   where the constant c depends only on  c from    s in the case n  
s s  s and the geometric properties of   and   
We remark that an analogous result can be proved for the whole nonhomogeneous
problem     when additionally assuming 
 u
   W  

s








 s  IRn with s	  
The proof of the above theorem is essentially based on theorems on higher inte
grability via reverse Holder inequality But as a consequence of the nonhomogeneous
boundary condition   there arise terms involving integrals over n    dimensional
surface Thus we have to apply a variant of these theorems which was proved in  
For clearness we note this theorem with a small variation made for our purpose
At rst we give some notations
Let C  CRx
  IRn n   be the ncube CRx
  fx   IRn  jxi  x

i j 	 R i 
      ng where R   and x   IR are arbitrarily given Further we dene
  CRx
  fx   IRn  xn  x

ng rx    Crx
for all Crx  CRx rx may be empty of course








Theorem  Let g   LC f   Lc    L be nonnegative functions with
      


























r  minf 
a
distx  C rg with some constants
      a   c   m    t 
n
n  
 r  
Then there exists  c c  depending only on   c  nm t    r and R with







such that       g   LCR x























































r  minf 
a
distx  C rg
Besides this in the case n   there also holds a more specialized variant of the The
orem  needed when assuming the condition   
Theorem  Let n   and the same assumption on g f and  given as in
Theorem 






























r  minf 
a




there exist  c c  positive constants depending only on   c  nm t    r and R
with








such that       g   LCR x
 and the following estimates are true



























































r  minf 
a
dist x  c rg
Remarks
 o The analogon of the Theorem   for common nonlinear elliptic systems of PDE
in divergence form can be proved by the same method in an easier way We refer to
 In  higher integrability is proved by an entirely di!erent method
o The convection term ukui k in    and   
 respectively leads to the upper
bound  for the dimension n Without this term the result is valid for arbitrary
dimensions n  
 Localization and Change of Variables
Let x      be arbitrary By   there exists an R  Rx   such that
R   BR x
   has a Lipschitz boundary We prove the statement of the theorem
with   BR in place of  where  	 R 	 R
Our reasoning shows that an analogous argument obviously applies to the interior of
 and  respectively relative to   Thus by a nite covering of   by appropriately
chosen balls we obtain the statement of the theorem with a boundary strip in place of
 Combining this result with the wellknown higher integrability of ru at the interior
cf 
 we get the full statement
Let R   BR x
 be as above and  R   BR x




















   W   R   IR
n with    ae on f BR x
g
f  SR x
g j   ae on  BR x

 
We pass from the variables x     BR  to new rectangular coordinates

y  T x
where
T  T  T   T if n  
T  T   T if n  
and
T according to    a
T z  w  fz
 zn Hz
g
Tw  y  fw  hw
 w      wng
We have
T x  T  T   Tx  T

  Tx  Ox if n  
T x  T   Tx  Ox if n  
for aa x    BR  where




       
       
















   h
wn 

       
                     




T T   are Lipschitz mappings
jdet T xj    for aa x    BR 

For the subsequent discussion we introduce the following notations
Cry  fy   IR
n  jyi  yij 	 r i     ng
Cr y  fy   Cry  yn  g
C r y  fy   Cry  yn 	 g
Let x      Let BR   BR x be a ball according to   From    a
or  b we obtain the existence of a    such that






T  C    BR 
T  fy   C   y   yn  g   BR 
T  fy   C   y   yn  g    BR 

We note that both R and  possibly depend on x
Further form   it follows that
T     W   fy   C   y  g
Now let fu pg   V  L  fullls   and    Dene vy  uT  y qy 
pT  y ae on C  Then v   W
  C  IR
n q   L C  and for any












Next we dene the form



























My  mT  y ae on C 
Biy v  biT
 y v "y  T  y
ae on C   fy  yn   y  g v   IR
n
Clearly the new functions Fi GikMi Bi and " have the same integrability and growth
properties as fie gikm bi and  respectively The form a satises an estimate similar to
 
The eld of unit outward normals  along  BR  will be transformed into the new
eld #y  T  y We remark that # is not normal to the plane fyn  g in general
and # lies not in this plane faa y
We set V C   fv   W
  C  IR
n  v   ae on
fy  jyij   y   yn  g  fy  jyj   yn  g and
vj#   ae on fy  jyij   y   yn  gg i    n
Clearly from       we get v   V C  vy  uT
 y



























   V C 

  






 ae in C

 
    IRn


and from    we obtain
Lyrv My ae in C 
where vy  uT  y
 Continuation of the problem onto C 
Now we extend v q the functions arising in M and the operator L from C  into
C   We remember y  fy








vyyn ae on C  
 





Giky yn ae on C    
Gikyyn ae on C   and for k 	 n
Gikyyn ae on C   and for k  n
Let    IRn

be a matrix   fijg we dene the matrix 	 by 	ij  ij for all pairs i j
with j 	 n and 	in  in for all i    n
Then we extend the form a dened in 
 setting
	ay   
 
















yyn ae on C
 
 
     IRn


To proceed we extend the operator L dened in  setting
	Ly  

Ly yn  ae on C     IR
n 
Lyyn 	 ae on C      IR
n 

Obviously the function v satises
	Lyr	v  	My ae on C 
 
vy  uT  y u fullls   
In the above sense we extend the convection term too
We dene
Kyw   wkie
 ye
 xk








Ky yn w  ae on C 
w   IRn    IRn

Kyyn w 	 ae on C   

Taking into account symmetry arguments we obtain by simple calculations from 


















 	Fii  	Giki kdy
   W   C  IR
n with    ae on
fy  jyj  g  fy  jyj 	  y   yn  g
and j#   ae on fy  jyj 	  y   yn  g


The integral identity 
 and the generalized divergence relation  are the point of
departure in the forthcoming investigations
 Properties of the operator L
Let Cr  C  be an ncube as above and let x  T
 Cr note that T   is formally
dened for yn 	  too
Further we set





V Cr  fv   W
  Cr IR
n  v   ae on  Cr  fy  yn  g  Crg
if Cr  fy  y   yn  g  
and
V Cr  fv   W
  Cr IR
n  v   ae on  Cr  fy  yn   y  g  Cr
vj#   ae on Cr  fy  yn   y  gg
if Cr  fy  y   yn  g  
 
















































	L	q dy    V Cr




T y yn ae in C 
T yyn	 ae in C  
Indeed 	L is the adjoint to 	L
Further we get Im 	L  ff   L Cr 
R
Cr
fdy  g and Im 	L is closed Finally
arguing as in 
 we obtain the existence of a constant c  cCr with
kukV Cr  c k	LkLCr u   Ker 	L
 
and
kq  qCrk  c k	L
qkV Cr q   L
 Cr





By a homothetical argument it follows that the constant c in   and so in 
does not depend on r
As a consequence of  and 
 and standard arguments we get a generalization







  jr	vj  j	vjs j 	F j
s









with c   independently of rCr  C 
 Caccioppoli inequalities
The integral identity 
 is the point of departure for deriving the needed Caccioppoli
inequalities
For convenience we shall write all functions arising in 
 and being dened on C 
without the sign 
 
At rst let us have some auxillary considerations for dealing with the boundary con
dition on  r
As mentioned above the vector eld # #y  T  y is dened on fy  jyj 	
 y   yn  g and depends on y     yn  in general Let ek k    n be the
natural orthonormal basis in IRn ie the ek are directed in accordance with yk
Now we complete the vector # dened at aa points y   fx  jxj 	  x   xn 
g to an orthonormal basis # #      #n where #n  #
By setting
#ky yn  #
ky 
we get a basis at aa points of C   fy  g Clearly we have the representations of
v
v  vkek  #vi#
i with #vn   ae on fy  jyj 	  y   yn  g
as a consequence of vj#  
Coming to the end we dene for all Cry  C 













r      v
n
r g
Now let Cry  Cry  C  We distinguish three cases concerning the posi
tion of Cry
 namely
A Cry  fy  yn  g  
B Cry  fy  yn  g   and C ry  fy  yn   y  g  
C Cry  fy  yn  g   and C ry  fy  yn   y  g  
Lemma  Let the assumptions of Theorem  be given
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Cry  C ry  C  The constants c do not depend on r  r may be empty
in the case  C and  	  	   can be chosen arbitrarily
Proof Let    CIRn be a cuto! function as follows 

    on Cr y
    on IRnnCry      
jrj  c 
r
on IRn c  const   independent of r
Case A The testfunction   v  vr  is admissible in 


























J  J   J  J	  J	
The estimates of JJJ	 and J are standard When estimating the integral J  we
use the pressure estimate  Finally we get 
 
Case B We use the admissible testfunction

































































again shorted by J  J   J  J	  J  J

















































 follows after simple calculations
Case C Clearly   v  is admissible in 
 and we get the assertion 
 as above
but in a simpler way
 Proof of Theorem  
At rst we recall some embedding inequalities needed for later use We shall write its
scalar variants for convenience














u   W  tCry where
   s  nt
n t
 if    t 	 n
   s 	 
 if t  n

Cry  IRn is the cube dened above ur  meas Cr 
R
udy and the constant c
arising in   and the forthcoming inequalities is independent of r













u   W  tCr with u   ae on  r  fy   Cr  yn   y  g and s t are
satisfying 














u   W  tCr where
     tn 
n t
 if    t 	 n
    	 
 if t  n














u   W  tCr with u   ae on  r and  t are satisfying 
Now we are in a position to prove
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in the case n  
where  	  	   r   lim
r
r    Cry  C  c does not depend on r



















if n  
































  fullling the assertion via Lebesques
theorem
Secondly assume B Obviously
Cry
  C ry
   Cry

And so we apply the slightly changed inequality   and  to the functions #vi i  r
and #vn respectively with respect to the cube C ry
  Thus in an analogous way to
the case A we get estimates being similar to  













































 T  T 
 
Using the inclusions  ry    ry

    ry " will be extended by zero if












jrvj dy in the case n    
and












jrvj dy if n   








































Applying  ry    ry
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In order to estimate integrals like
R
Cry 
jv  vrj dy we use the inequalities   
respectively chosing s   and t   n
n  
Combining the estimates of this point with 












c being positive and independently of r
Finally assume C Here are two cases possible namely
CI Cry  fy  yn   y  g  
or
CII Cry  fy  yn   y  g   
Clearly in the rst case there do not arise the integral over  ry Further in a
























and so the proof of  can be completed
Secondly in the case CII we use the conclusion
Cry
  C r y
   Cry

and obtain an assertion like  




   	r y
    ry

applying the estimated  and 
 with respect to  	r y

  when performing
analogous steps as in the case B
 Proof of Theorem   completed



































n  Cry  C 
 
where s is dened as in   and by c are denoted several positive constants being
independently of r
To proceed we add the term
R
Cry 
jvjsdy on both sides of  and estimate it by
  on the righthand side After this we chose      The Lebesques theorem leads
to an r   such that the new function   r fullls r 

	
r   	 r  r
uniformly with respect to y
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in the case n   Cry  C  with  	 r  r c does not depend on r
















n  f     jF j
s
s   jGj   jM j 
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 







And it is not di$cult to derive the assertion 
 of Theorem  using the inequality
 in the case n   Clearly the assumptions of Theorem   ensure the integrability
of the new functions f and  by an exponent      
Thus there exists an exponent  with
n  
n
	  	 







































in the case n  
We set    n
n 























   jF j
n


















































in the case n  
Take into account the relation     s     if n  
The construction of the transform T implies the existence of an  	 R 	 R such that
T  C    BRx

Passing back to the variables x and using  we get the assertion of Theorem   with
  BRx
 in place of 
Via compactness arguments we obtain the result for a boundary strip Combining
this with the wellknown interior estimates we deduce ru   L and a with an
exponent    This new  may be di!erent from the above of course
Finally let us deal with the pressure
Firstly assume Brx   Then we may apply the Holder inequality to the pressure
estimate  
 with the exponent 
 
 This leads to




Secondly let x     and R  be as in point 
Now using the pressure estimate  and the established higher integrability of rv we
obtain




The properties of the transform T  and the property A of the Lipschitz boundary  
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